Hopeful for change

How to have important discussions with children

BY LIZ FARRELL

WHO WOULD HAVE EVER THOUGHT THAT IN the middle of a major pandemic we could also be looking at the possibility of real change on an entirely different topic? Who would have ever thought that while sheltering in place and arguing over droplets and wearing masks there was a much larger issue at hand? This international movement was spurred by outrage over the horrible killing of George Floyd. A terrible act of violence by several Minneapolis police officers sparked protests, riots, and uncomfortable but long overdue and much-needed conversations around racial injustice and inequity in our country. These conversations are happening worldwide, in our communities, and around our dinner tables. As parents, we were explaining the difference between protests and riots to our children, why we were under curfew for several days all while still trying to make sense of it ourselves. The protests have slowed, but for change to happen we can’t stop listening, educating, and continuing to raise awareness of these issues. How do we do that for ourselves and our children in a way that makes a difference? There are countless other lives lost to police brutality and racial injustice, the de Young is taking actionable steps to change patterns of racial intolerance.

COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP

What role should museums play in community leadership? Art does many things, among them it engages with the issues of the day and can provide a framework to process grief and discomfort that can lead to a greater understanding of the space we occupy in history. The de Young’s strategic plan commits to employing more diverse staff, reassessing collecting priorities, and rethinking strategies of art as we relate to the discussion of the politics of heritage, and developing exhibitions that challenge the traditional canon and promote diverse voices.

Director and CEO Thomas P. Campbell writes, “I write in support of, and in solidarity with, those who are suffering, those who are living in fear, those who are exhausted, and those who are expressing their anger and frustration at this time. As I listen to the pain of those around me, and as I grapple with my own heartache, I know that we all must do our part to stand in solidarity with, and support at the de Young Museum remains closed, they continue to offer online art and articles to the general public through the Covid-19 shutdown. Recently, the museum has taken a pledge to take action regarding the Black Lives Matter movement. In the wake of the brutal killings of George Floyd, Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, Tony McDade, and countless other lives lost to police
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HOMELESS HELP

Your report on the homeless situation in our city is better than classic reporting because it describes the situation with facts and offers a plausible solution. “It’s the drugs, stupid,” Reynolds Rap, June 2020, Marina Times). Well done! A must read by our local politicians from our mayor on down.

I have witnessed the situation at the Marina SafeWay when visiting my sisters at North Point Street nearby. I was aghast and afraid for my sisters who walk to the SafeWay. Thanks for your contribution to remove this dreadful encampment.

Finally, your superb opinions in the Marina Times puts to shame the contents in the Chronicle. You have become a shiny light of logic and unapologetic truths that is very refreshing and undoubtedly will make a positive difference for our community. Keep it up!

Richard DeBono

[Susan Reynolds] you are the only reporter in San Francisco that is willing, for whatever reason, to tell the truth!

After 71 years, and fourth generation, I am planning to leave my home in San Francisco. My fifth generation son plans to do the same. Sadly, no longer our city.

Keep up being the responsible journalist that you are.

Lynn Bloom

I own a bar in the upper Tenderloin. After seven years, I have realized that while the police are here for us, our mayors, district attorneys, congressional representatives, and governor are not. They’re bright enough people to know what is going on, and the only thing that I can rely on is that “it is always darkest before the light.” Maybe there will be a revolution of sorts and the power structure that has created this mess for 40 years will retire, get voted out, or outed for who they really are.

D.L.

My husband and I live in Cow Hollow. We are regular readers of your column in the Marina Times. We appreciate your level-headed thinking and wanted to thank you especially for your last column addressing the city’s homeless situation.

With your referral to the homeless fix in Austin with the possible use of the Cow Palace as a place for city leaders to consider is a great idea. Have you received any comments from any San Francisco supervisors or any other San Francisco folks from the homeless task force? Wondering how and who to get this idea in front of.

Thanks so much for all of your good words and efforts toward making San Francisco a more livable city.

Kerry Dallmar

Great article. I suggest using all the empty military bases like Travis or Mare Island. Set up the village and have medical and education [services available] to get back to society.

Serge Eicherver

Loved your article on the homeless crisis in San Francisco. I am a native, still have a home in the Marina my husband was raised in, and we are so disgusted with the way our city is right now. I pray that people will read and follow Austin’s example. Otherwise, where do we go from here?

Because of the shutdown, the restaurant industry is on life support; all of those young Marina dwellers that ate every meal out have all moved back home. Both residential and commercial real estate will be hard hit, because who wants to pay $3,000 a month to live next door to an encampment? It will take a very long time to recover, but we really have to get people in local government that will make hard but necessary decisions to get our beautiful city back to some semblance of its former glory.

Keep up your good frank writing.

Sue Bugatto

The most amazing article on our current homeless situation. Thank you so much for having the courage to write it. I hope it gets traction.

Craig Greenwood

Email: letters@marinatimes.com. Letters may be edited for length and clarity.
Back to the ballot

Mayor Breed looks to voters for change

BY JOHN ZIPFER

BREED ANNOUNCES SEVERAL BALLOT MEASURES

Mayor London Breed announced in June several measures planned for the November ballot that would seek to address high-profile challenges in the city.

The Save Our Small Businesses measure seeks to help small businesses in the city by cutting bureaucracy and modernizing zoning for commercial corridors. “Many of our small businesses were already struggling before Covid-19, and now they are barely hanging on,” said Breed.

The ballot measure would require permit applications for purposes allowed by businesses for addressing homelessness and childcare. Here, too, litigation has prevented the measure from being acted upon.

A second ballot measure, the Fair Wages for Educators Act, would provide $50 million in funds already paid by businesses for addressing homelessness and childcare. Here, too, litigation has prevented the measure from being acted upon.

SLOW STREETS COME TO PRESIDIO

The movement to remove vehicles from streets expanded to The Presidio in June, the latest development in an effort to give people safe places for exercise and other outdoor activities in this time of social distancing (News Briefs, June 2020, Marin Times). From June 8–30, various streets in the park were closed either partially or entirely to traffic.

Visit presidio.gov/slow-streets for information on the program and to learn whether it will be extended.

MUSEUMS FROM HOME

The second summer of the city’s “Museums for All” initiative has evolved to fit in with pandemic-era needs for social distancing and distance learning.

The program, which provides free or reduced admission to local museums and cultural institutions for city residents on public benefits, will now include a catalog of free online resources, including exhibits, activities, and interactive programs at more than a dozen museums and cultural institutions in San Francisco. Dubbed “San Francisco Museums from Home,” the new effort will take advantage of the online or digital programming created by the museums during shelter-in-place.

Last year, “Museums for All” attracted 25,000 participants. Visit sfmwa.org/san-francisco-museums-all for details on the program.

FACTS AND FIGURES

8,000: number of crab, shrimp, and black cod traps lost by 30 crabbers as a result of the May 23 fire at Pier 45.

1,712: number of Sheriffs and Police Department employees who have taken implicit bias training over the past five years.

$1.65 million: amount raised by the city’s “soda tax,” which will be used to provide emergency relief to people struggling to afford food during the Covid-19 shutdown.

300+: number of tents and villas, or off-street sites such as parking lots, that could be relocated to hotel rooms, safe sleeping villages, or off-street sites such as parking lots.

8,000: number of crab, shrimp, and black cod traps lost by 30 crabbers as a result of the May 23 fire at Pier 45.

1,712: number of Sheriffs and Police Department employees who have taken implicit bias training over the past five years.

$1.65 million: amount raised by the city’s “soda tax,” which will be used to provide emergency relief to people struggling to afford food during the Covid-19 shutdown.

300+: number of tents and villas, or off-street sites such as parking lots, that could be relocated to hotel rooms, safe sleeping villages, or off-street sites such as parking lots.

18,000: number of vehicles violating street-cleaning rules while the rules were not being enforced because of shelter-in-place.

55 years: length of the friendship between The Sound of Music co-stars Julie Andrews and Christopher Plummer — but it didn’t start out that way.

Plummer says that he initially found her to be insufferable and annoying.

Send feedback: letters@marinatimes.com.

News and updates

Another Good One — Just Listed!

Classic Cow Hollow Victorian apartment house with three vacant units. Located one block above Union Street, the building has stunning views of the bay from the top floor and a large walkout basement that consists of storage areas and two parking spots. Opportunity to add an ADU, coupled with the vacancies, presents a new owner the unique opportunity to renovate and transform this property into a modern splendor.
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On Nov. 28, 2012, shortly after construction giants AECOM and Parsons created a joint venture that secured a $150 million contract from the SFPPUC on the $7 billion Sewer System Improvement Project (SSIP), SFPPUC sent a memo to "Community Benefits Commitments" to the AECOM-Parsons Joint Venture Board with a minimum commitment of $41.5 million. In the last decade, firms have provided more than $5 million in financial contributions, but that good will is eclipsed by the SFPPUC making it impossible for the public to see how the money is dispersed and spent. So why is the SFPPUC intent on keeping the inner workings to themselves? The answer could be straightforward (they realize requiring contractors to commit to direct financial contributions is indeed paid to play), more complex (offering input as to where the money goes is likely illegal), downright sinister (kickbacks to SFPPUC staff and allies), or somewhere in between (they’re spending an exorbitant amount meant for the community on "staff and expenditures" for their nonprofit partners).

**Benefiting the Community and Their Friends.** The SFPPUC says they “invite contractors to contribute” and have a hands-off approach, but in emails obtained by the Marina Times there is a clear relationship between the AECOM-Parsons Joint Venture Board and the SFPPUC. On Feb. 26, 2019, David Gray, acting director of community benefits (who says in his Linkedin bio that he “administered $17 million in community investments” during his six-month tenure), reaches out to Julie Labonte, SSIP program advisor for AECOM (and a former SFPPUC employee). "Thank you for the opportunity to present to your [joint venture] board this morning... We appreciate your JV’s support and will touch base as we near the program launch date. Also, let me know if you’d like to chat about the disbursement plan for the remaining $300,000 after the fiscal year.” Labonte responds: “Following your presentation [our JV board] unanimously voted to financially support the program starting with two $50k contributions... the JV Board is also supportive of our current plan to invest a total of $360k in the program. Finally, it was decided that all contributions will be made directly to the San Francisco Housing Development Corporation (as opposed to contributing through a fiscal agent such as the Southeast Consortium for Equitable Partnership)." What is the Southeast Consortium for Equitable Partnership? One of several companies with Community Benefits ties run by long-time Ellis and Kelly pal Dwayne Jones.

**Who is Dwayne Jones?** Dwayne Jones is well known at City Hall. Former San Francisco supervisor Chris Daly once said, “If you are going to have an operation where you’re buying political support in the Southeast part of the town, Dwayne Jones is the guy.” In 2004, then-mayor Gavin Newsom funded the Entiertunities of Opportunity program, intended to help families living in San Francisco’s public housing projects. But after two years and nearly $4 million, there was little to show for it. Management spent $570,882 on conferences; $162,000 on a Comedy Shop performance with six comedians and the hip-hop group Def Jam; $464,823 for consultants and public relations; $399,000 on an office and staff; and $1.6 million for “communications organizations” — in other words, right into the pockets of the service providers. Newsom also ponied up $370,000 to pay money to cover the cost of a top mayoral deputy to oversee the program. His name? Dwayne Jones. Communities of Opportunity shuttered and now it seems like it was supposed to help were shuffling already into existing programs. It was one of Mayor Newsom’s biggest boondoggles, thanks to Dwayne Jones.

In 2013, an investigation into bid rigging at the San Francisco Housing Authority, involving at the time director Henry Alvarez, focused on possible co-conspirators (including former mayor Willie Brown). Alvarez allegedly manipulated the competitive bid process to steer contracts to specific favorited individuals. Dwayne Jones — who served as a Housing Authority commissioner under Alvarez — was one of the few — low- ering his original bid to get the job. Despite all that, Jones is an SFPPUC Community Benefits “fiscal agent” through the Consortium, a somewhat fuzzy nonprofit located at 1485 Bayshore Boulevard along with three others of Jones’s firms: Urban Equity Group, Urban Ed Academy, and RDJ Enterprises — which, in a blatant conflict of interest, subcontracted the SFPPUC and AECOM. Urban Ed Academy receives Community Benefits, and SFPPUC contractors have written checks totaling more than $600,000 to the Housing Authority, involving then-executive director Julie Labonte. Now, Kelly has her overseeing millions in Community Benefits. "She’s the most powerful official in San Francisco no one’s ever heard of," said one former associate. Maybe integrity doesn’t rank high on Ellis’s list because she’s had her own issues. In 2014, the San Francisco Ethics Commission called for Ellis to be fired after she allowed under $200,000 contract to a nonprofit where she served as a paid board member and additionally received $2,000 per month as the organization’s acting executive director. But Kelly stood by her (perhaps because, as I wrote in my column last March, they were involved in a romantic relationship). Now, Kelly has her overseeing millions in Community Benefits. "She’s the most powerful official in San Francisco no one ever heard of," said one former associate.

**How Lobbyists Influence Joint Venture Boards**

According to sources inside the SFPPUC (who asked not to be named for fear of retribution), Dwayne Jones is a top lobbyist for the Community Benefits Program, along with Chris Gawell, another longtime ally of the Willie Brown machine. "When a contractor gets a big contract, they form a Joint Venture with SFPPUC, and the SFPPUC leadership tells them nonprofits they want paid — sometimes directly, sometimes through trusted lobbyists like Jones and Gawell," one source with inside knowledge said. "Juliet has scorecards that she grades, then Jones refers them to Cell or whoever gets behind the Joint Venture contact and shows them where they did well and where they could improve. That improvement might involve writing checks to a certain nonprofit."
Marina series of checks obtained by the SFPUC for driving his small firm out of town. “In San Francisco you only have one door — the Willie Brown door. If you get in that door, you’re fine for life, but if you can’t get in that door, you’re screwed. I moved to L.A. because even though it’s corrupt on a much larger scale, there are multiple doors you can try to get into.”

SFPUC DENIES INFLUENCE

When I asked SFPUC Communications Director of External Affairs Tyler Gamble how the joint venture boards decide which nonprofits get funding, he said they did their own research: “Contractors gather information from a variety of sources including internet searches and SFPUC publications such as the Bayview Environmental Justice Analysis . . .”

But if the SFPUC steers them to their own publications, that’s influence. For example, one of the nonprofits touted in the Bayview Environmental Justice Analysis is the Willie L. Brown Middle School (yes, named after that Willie Brown). In a 2011 and 2014, the authorized agents for the Willie L. Brown Middle School. There is also a $40,000 check to the Cal Maritime Academy in Vallejo. What does that have to do with San Francisco? According to sources, that was a favorite of Vallejo resident and SFPUC Assistant General Manager of Wastewater Tommy Moala. As it turns out, Moala also ran the Annual Fall Classic Golf Tournament fundraiser at Eagle Vines Golf Club in American Canyon, where contractors played to gain favor with the SFPUC. One city employee says Moala was overheard telling a contractor it would cost him “$20,000 a hole.” Perhaps Moala was getting too brazen, because in 2017 the NorCal MLK Classic golf tournament, sponsored by AECOM-Parsons, was canceled — but, sources say, “the contractors didn’t get their checks back.” Moala soon retired, and the tournaments ceased.

POWER AND POLITICS

If the joint venture boards are choosing their charities by doing random Internet searches, allies of Kelly and Ellis are super lucky. For example, in those canceled checks from AECOM/Parsons, was canceled — but, sources say, “the contractors didn’t get their checks back.” Moala soon retired, and the tournaments ceased.

THE PROBLEM WITH WALTER WONG

I’m pretty sure at some point the FBI will knock on the doors of Harlan Kelly, Juliet Ellis, Dwayne Jones, Chris Grubwell, and others regarding the SFPUC Community Benefits Program, but Kelly and his wife, city administrator Naomi Kelly, may also be worried about Walter Wong, the longtime contractor and permit expediter who recently agreed to plead guilty to federal conspiracy, and money-laundering charges.

Numerous workers inside the SFPUC told me not only did Wong do work for the power couple, but “Harlan bragged about it.” According to the Department of Building Inspection, the Kellys pulled three permits on their home between 2011 and 2014. The authorized agents on each of those permits is Best Design Developers. Of course, Walton was endorsed by Harlan Kelly. (Surely it can’t hurt to have a close friend in the District 10 supervisor’s seat where most of those Community Benefit dollars are doled out.)

As for the Community Benefits Program, a few things are crystal clear: There’s no oversight, no voting, no public input, and no transparency. That’s just plain wrong, and it shouldn’t take the FBI to figure it out.

E-mail: susan@marinatimes.com. Follow the Marina Times on Twitter @MarinaTimes and like us on Facebook @MarinaTimes.
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Moving on
Change of captain at Northern Station

BY CAPTAIN JOE ENGLER

“Accept things as they are, not as you would have them be. When you do this, only then can you obtain the clarity necessary to do what needs to be done.” —Coach Jim Sochor

During these uncertain times, while facing public health Covid-19 dangers and daily acts of civil disobedience, I find solace in the words once used to explain to me how to best overcome adversity. San Francisco police, since March 1, have been engaged in actively saving lives and supporting high-risk populations in danger of contracting the coronavirus. Low-income residents have received groceries, masks, and medical referrals to testing sites that have helped to suppress the spread of the virus. Also, the death of George Floyd during a police arrest in Minneapolis has resulted in daily Black Lives Matter- inspired protests since March 30 in our city. The public health crisis, when paired with the daily demands upon our district, has required police, has required officers to dig deep within themselves to deliver quality police services.

With this as my backdrop, I would like to thank all community members, including our local merchants, residents, and law enforcement officers for the support given during my past two and a half years and the support given during my past two and a half years as the commanding officer of Northern Station.

I have thoroughly enjoyed the position, and it is with mixed emotions that I announce my retirement from the San Francisco Police Department after 28 years of service and my newly announced appointment to assistant sheriff within the San Francisco Sheriff’s Office. Captain Paul Yep, a veteran officer within the police department and former commanding officer of Richmond and Central Police Stations, took control of Northern Station on Saturday, May 30, 2020. Captain Yep brings with him an enthusiasm for community and treat him well. Thank you, citizens and merchants, for allowing me to be your captain. It has been an honor and a privilege that has brought me great joy over the past two-and-a-half years. Please welcome Captain Yep into our community and treat him well.

Here are some recent Northside crimes, compiled by the Marina Times.

The Worst Pick-Up

A woman who was screaming for help from the bed of a pickup truck led to officers stopping the vehicle without incident.

A woman who was screaming for help from the bed of a pickup truck led to officers stopping the vehicle without incident. After a brief conversation, the woman voluntarily got into the truck, and she and the driver went to her residence, where they had sexual relations.

Two hours later, the victim requested the subject leave her apartment. He did, but later he returned and entered her residence without her permission, accusing her of stealing his property. She denied the allegations and began searching for the items at which point the subject stole some of her property and fled.

The victim chased after the subject to try to get her property back. She jumped into the bed of his pickup truck. She saw him holding onto her property inside the cab of the vehicle. As the victim tried to take her property back from the subject, he began to drive the truck with her still in the exterior bed of the vehicle. The subject drove the vehicle erratically at a high rate of speed and began throwing the victim’s property out of the window, damaging it.

The subject eventually stopped the vehicle; the victim jumped out of the bed to try to pull the last of her property out of the vehicle. The subject then exited the vehicle, put his arm around her neck to drop her to the ground, and then drove away again. The victim, however, was able to get back inside the bed of the vehicle. She began screaming for help when officers approached the vehicle and conducted a felony stop. The subject was arrested without incident.

Anyone Can Play Guitar

May 31, 12:17 a.m. 1645 Van Ness Avenue

Officers responding to reports of a burglary in progress observed the suspect holding a guitar in front of the building. They saw another suspect walking away from the burglarized Guitar Center and detained him. He was subsequently released due to no stolen property found on his person.

The suspect in front of the store had left the scene, and officers found two guitars placed inside a rolling garbage can, and a third guitar lying on the ground. They placed the stolen and recovered property back inside the store and closed the security gates.

Officers located the subject inside the store, and he was detained and placed under arrest for looting the business during a state of emergency.

Eight hours later, another incident occurred at the same location. Officers discovered that the glass doors had been smashed in and the security gate was left open, causing permanent damage. They located one suspect and ordered him to stop causing damage. While officers were speaking to the suspect, another subject emerged carrying stolen and recovered guitars. That subject quickly walked away from the officers, who followed him on foot.

The subject eventually dropped the guitars and began to run. Other officers arrived on the scene and were able to stop the subject and detain him in handcuffs.

Officers went back to the guitar center, with the stolen guitars in hand, and met with a responsible party who confirmed the guitars had been stolen from the store. The subject was booked in this case.
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Three generations. One location.

FAMOUS SANDWICHES

HOUSE-MADE PASTAS

ITALIAN SPECIALTIES

WINE • CHEESE SALUMI

200 Chestnut St - San Francisco
BY LOU BARBERINI

Jack Dorsey, the CEO of Twitter, recently initiated fact checking in response to the incessant false public statements made by elected public officials on his social media platform. There seems to be a social media accuracy problem in San Francisco.

On March 26, 2020, District Attorney Chesa Boudin made a public statement on Twitter: “Like a majority of Americans I have an immediate family member in prison.” If the average family size of four is divided into the U.S. population of 330 million, there are approximately 82 million American families. Per Boudin, half those families — 41 million — have relatives in prison, which goes against the actual U.S. incarceration census of 2.2 million. That means Boudin only exaggerated by 2,000 percent.

In May, San Francisco Public Defender Jacque Wilson became the third public employee, following Mayor London Breed and Boudin, to use his city employee position to campaign to have a relative released from prison. On May 20, 2020, Boudin forwarded Wilson’s Twitter appeal and commented, “Marijuana should not equal incarceration. Especially not a 17-year-old case.” Thus, Boudin furthered the myth that jails are full of nonviolent criminals who just committed petty drug crimes.

Actually, Wilson’s brother Neko was arrested in Arizona for being in the business of transporting marijuana. Instead of serious jail time, in 2006 Arizona freed Neko with a four-year probation period. While on probation, in 2009, Neko helped plan a robbery of high-grade marijuana from a couple’s home in Fresno. Though Neko didn’t actually enter the house during the robbery, he didn’t call in sick that night, nor did he try to talk his coconspirators out of the crime. Neko’s teammates slashed the couple’s throats and Neko received a jail sentence for his participation in the robbery and double homicide.

California released Neko in 2018. However, Arizona — feeling responsible for granting Neko the freedom of probation, only to have him participate in a robbery and homicides during that probation period — called Neko back to Arizona to complete his original sentence. I am not going over Neko’s story. This is about Boudin forgetting to factor in the robbery and homicides to the “17-year-old marijuana case.”

CONSPIRACY THEORIES

Section 182 of the California Penal Code is clear about conspiracy to crimes: If two people plan a crime together, they are equally culpable. Section 182 of the New York State Penal Code parallels California’s statutes. For instance, if a New York couple dropped off their infant with a babysitter before they participated in a planned $1.6 million robbery, and some of the couple’s teammates ended up murdering two police officers and a security guard, the couple can’t claim, “We were just drivers.”

And yet, on May 6, 2020, District Attorney Boudin, using his elected position as leverage to write an opinion piece for the Los Angeles Times stated, “My parents, both political activists, made the terrible decision to act as getaway drivers in a botched robbery meant to raise money for their cause. Though my mother and father were unarmed, other participants shot and killed two police officers and a security guard.”

In his op-ed, Boudin deceived readers by ignoring the application of conspiracy statutes, minimizing his parents’ role as just “unarmed getaway drivers,” and justifying their actions because they were “political activists” raising money for “their cause.”

On May 15, Boudin made a public statement on Twitter: “I am especially thinking of those who lost their lives in my parent’s case.” Classic Boudin public defender mode: spinning a cold-blooded triple murderer into just a “case” where people “lost their lives.” One “loses” keys or a wallet, a murderer doesn’t misplace someone’s life.

On June 5, Boudin stated on Twitter that “In less than 24-hours my office has received over 1,000 emails demanding that San Francisco defund the police department.” Through a public records request, I learned that identical prescript emails were addressed to Mayor Breed with Boudin only receiving a copy as one of 17 “others.” All of the orchestrated emails concluded by perpetuating the current San Francisco social experiment, “We can be a beacon for other cities to follow.” So far on our new beacon DAG watch, homicides are up only 37 percent compared to last year.

MISSED OPPORTUNITY

At times, we all are inspired by leaders who eloquently challenge our ingrained perspectives with aspirational visions. Meanwhile, Boudin consistently substitutes fictitious statistics and half-truths as replacements for sensible arguments. One gets the impression that he is intentionally employing public defender spin as an excuse not to prosecute arrests and to free prisoners as retaliation for the New York Penal Code denying him a normal childhood with his parents.

Either way, Twitter needs to fact-check Chesa Boudin’s tweets to preserve the integrity of his position as San Francisco’s chief law enforcement officer.

Lou Barberini is a CPA. Send feedback to letters@marinatimes.com

D.A. Chesa Boudin on Twitter: Spinning or fabricating?
Adam Price (Richard Armitage) is approached by a mysterious woman (Hanahin John-Kamen) in The Stranger. (PHOTO COURTESY OF NETFLIX)

Art World continued from cover

ultimately to hold one another up and to do the hard work, as individuals and as a community that is required to effect substantive change.”

While many shelter-in-place requirements have kept public spaces like museums closed, the de Young website provides a list of articles that unpack and examine the circumstances surrounding the Black Lives Matter movement, the protests and continued calls for activism across the country. Their site contains lists of local and national organizations dedicated to justice and racial equality issues. The museum invites the public to join them in getting involved to create positive change.

UPCOMING EXHIBITION: FRIDA KAHLO

In step with keeping in touch with the community, online access to current exhibitions and the permanent collection remain available during the museum’s temporary closure. “Frida Kahlo: Appearances Can Be Deceiving” was originally intended to open March 21, but will now open when the de Young can safely welcome gallery visitors.

Two years after Kahlo’s death in 1954, a treasure trove of her personal items such as clothing, jewelry, and prosthetics were unsealed and will be featured in this exhibition. Through online programming, learn about Kahlo’s clothes and Protagonist: Frida Kahlo: She's a Mexican Invader from Oaxaca, garments from Guatemala, China, and collections of European and American blouses, jewelry, accessories, and orthopedic devices. While Kahlo styled herself in traditional dresses and long skirts, it was often to conceal her disabilities. Her body was compromised by illness and a near-fatal accident at the age of 18. That pain informed her art and her dress.

She rebelled against the concept of an inviolable womanhood, as an object of pity by creating elaborate designs on her corsets and carefully adorning her shoes with bows and pieces of silk. A prosthetic leg with a red leather boot will be on display, decorated with a twisting, open-mouthed dragon on green embroidery. Functional and self-expression worked together to create possibilities from limitations. These lively, intimate objects frame a new portrait of the bohemian originality that is Frida Kahlo. During a visit to San Francisco in 1930, children in the street would ask her, “Where is the circus?” and she would just smile graciously and continue walking.

ONLINE TOURS

The de Young’s online tour of their permanent collections includes striking photos of their American, African and Oceanic art collections as well as costume and textile arts. As an active conversation about cultures, perspectives and time, the museum’s own history is reflected in these acquisitions taking place through purchases and donations since their opening in 1895.

The de Young will share their plans to reopen in the coming weeks, but in the meantime, online tours, articles, and resources will furnish the inspiration and solace that art can provide.
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Boho is a popular outdoor dining option. A woman window shops at Al’s Attire on Grant Avenue in North Beach. Boarded storefronts become message boards on Polk Street. Parkgoers enjoy Washington Square Park on a sunny day. Balboa Cafe has reopened for outdoor service. Vuori on Union Street shares words of wisdom. Original Joe’s contributes to the revitalization of North Beach. The outside seating at A16 is separated by partitions. Cultivar’s builds outdoor seating.
Parents don’t always have to have the answer, but these should be ongoing conversations.

LEAD BY EXAMPLE

We teach our children early about the “golden rule” — treat others how you want to be treated. This is an important start, but it can’t stop there. We need to model for them what it means to treat people fairly and what to do if we think that is not happening. What we say and how we act in our everyday lives will say more to them than anything else. To do that honestly, however, requires parents being able to identify and correct our own racially biased thoughts, feelings, and actions. This isn’t always easy, but with some challenging conversations over the last few weeks, I have come to realize that.

One of the ways we can do this is by exposing our children to other communities and cultures to help them understand diversity in the world — everything from a different language to different food to different traditions or rituals.

DO SOMETHING

Part of leading by example is teaching our children that if they don’t like what is happening to do something about it. Giving your children some ways to be part of the movement can make them feel hopeful.

Because the news is so tough to watch, I put together my own newsreel of all the positive protests, pictures of thousands of people marching together calling for change. I wanted my kids to see powerful positive images of people that all look different, all seeking the same thing — justice and equality for all.

This sparked conversations about what we could do as a family to be part of the solution, like putting a sign in the window or posting something on social media. I also saw one neat idea of a chalk walk where kids could use chalk to make hearts of different colors with messages of hope. For older children, it could be writing letters to their elected representatives or getting involved with a local organization. In our family, we each chose a book on this topic and read it together to learn more.

It is easy to say, “I am not a racist” or “I am against racism” especially in San Francisco. These are widely accepted norms here, but if the last few weeks have taught us anything it is that our country, our city, and myself included still have a lot left to learn.

We need to listen more and we have only just begun to try to understand. We need to keep talking to our children and helping them understand even when we ourselves don’t have all the answers.

Liz Farrell is the mother of three young children and the founder of TechTalks, a consulting group to help schools and families who produce and promote healthy conversations about social media and technology. Email: liz@marinatimes.com
Are people really fleeing the city?

BY GAREY DE MARTINI

L IS THE PANDEMIC THE LAST STRAW FOR San Francisco residents, fed up with the high cost of owning a home or paying rent in the city? For years, people have been threatening to leave, and there have been lots of stories suggesting that residents were fleeing the city for less expensive locales. But for everyone who left, others — often more affluent — would move in. The big exodus never really materialized.

However, things are now dramatically different. The pandemic has had a profound and unwelcome impact on life in the city.

“I am moving because most of the things I love about living in a city are closed indefinitely due to the pandemic — live music, art galleries, bars. Without those options, the pace of the city really changed,” said Natasha Vo in a recent SFGate.com interview. “I figured I might as well take this opportunity to live in a new place while saving money.”

FIGHT OR FLIGHT?

For years young people had driven the back-to-the-city movement. They cherished San Francisco’s cool, sophisticated urban setting; its abundance of activities, and its walkability. Much of that allure has vanished for the moment, and may not return for some time.

Meanwhile, some leading tech companies are signaling a long-term acceptance of remote work, and this means there is now little need to live close to offices. This broadens the horizon for many.

“There have been several recent articles about wealthy buyers fleeing San Francisco for Marin and other Bay Area counties, and while I have seen some of that, I don’t see anyone bailing out of the city,” said Annie Williams, an accomplished San Francisco real estate agent with Sotheby’s International Realty.

She also notes that these things go in cycles, and once cultural venues, retail stores, and restaurants are fully reopened — and traffic into the city increases as more people return to their offices — San Francisco will probably once again look far more appealing than the suburbs.

MARKET PERFORMANCE

The San Francisco Association of Realtors reported that there were 105 single family home sales in San Francisco in May, down 56.1 percent from the previous year. During the same period, there were 95 condo and loft sales, down 67.8 percent. In spite of these extremely low sales numbers, prices remained relatively stable. The median sales price for a single family home was $1.63 million, down 10.9 percent.

“Like the weather, San Francisco real estate has micro-climates,” explained Williams. “Single family homes under $5m continue to fly off the shelf and fare well — especially those that are not in need of major renovations. Condos in downtown high-rise buildings requiring an elevator, and offering no outdoor space, are very slow.”

According to Bloomberg.com, suburban and rural areas around the Bay Area experienced the biggest rebound in real estate sales in May, while contracts in San Francisco were well below where they were in 2019. However, Williams points out that this may be largely due to the fact that the inventory of homes for sale in the city is simply way down, and much of what is available is located in the downtown area — new-construction condos that aren’t selling right now.

During the pandemic, home prices have remained remarkably stable because of this tight inventory of properties for sale. Yet most buyers expect that prices would have dropped over the past few months. Consequently, agents and sellers are changing how they price their listings.

It had been a common practice in recent years to price properties on the low side, and then count on multiple offers to carry it to a higher sales price. That is no longer the case. Today you are more likely to see what agents call “transparent pricing.” The list price is more in line with what the agent and seller believe will be its ultimate sales price.

How about rents in the city? According to SECurbed.com, referencing a Zumper report, one-bedroom rents in San Francisco fell 9.2 percent year-over-year in May, the largest drop ever in the history of the company’s monthly reports, and the lowest price point in more than three years. The average rent for a one-bedroom unit in San Francisco was $3,360; compared to $3,700 last year.

A report published by the San Francisco Chronicle said a new survey from the San Francisco Apartment Association found that 7.5 percent of renters have broken their leases over the last three months. Gen Z workers — those 18 to 25 years old — made up the biggest group of tenants breaking leases in San Francisco. If there is an exodus out of the city, it will likely be from among this group.

The pandemic will certainly reshape San Francisco in many perhaps unpredictable ways. Whether that’s good news or bad news, only time will tell. It will be fascinating to see what kind of city emerges when this is all over.

Send feedback to letters@marinatimes.com
Let’s talk cannabis.